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PROPELLER ANALYSIS FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

By GEORGE TV.STICKKEand JOHN L.CEImER

SUMMARY

The operation of the propeller i$ analyzed by the use
of the diNribulion of force8 along the Tadim, combined
with theoretical equations. The data were obtained in
the NAL?A .20-joot m“nd tunnel on a .&footdiameter,
two-bladepropeller, operating in.jront offour body dapw,
ranp”ngfrom a snm[l shajt to suppoti the propeller to a
conceptional NACA cowling. A method of estimating
thz m-al and tlw rotational energy in the uzzke as a frac-
tional part oj the prope~er power is gi.ren.. A knowledge
of thetotal thrustand torqueis neces8aryforth estirnatjon.

The loss of eficiency due to the rotational celocitg is
aluxqp small jor a propeller of optimum design., being
only oj the order of 1 percen~jor a low-solidity propl[er.
The loss of ejiciency jrom this source may become quite
large, however,at high blade-angleseti”ngsjor a propeller
with improper load clistm”h.tion. Counterrofuting pro-
pellers are shown to be attraciilyejrom coni%%atiorw oj
aerodynamic ej%ie ncy only wh.+mpropel[er8 ~f high
~olidity are wed. If high-solidity propellers “are selected
because oj “limitatiorw on propeller diati-ukr, it mag be
u8eful to resoti ti count+v-rotaiingpr0pelier8 to eii.ininafe
th4 effect oj the engine tarqiu on tlwflying characteristics
oj thQairplane, but only a small gain in propeller efi-
ciency is normally to be expected.

The acerage angle of hukt in the.propeller slipstream
‘is shown to be a function oj the torqw coejicient Q. and
churtaare ~“cen to h.dp estimate the angle. The increase
in toi!ulpreseure along the radius behind the propeller is
gn”uena8 a -function oj the power coejim”ent1f~ jor vise
in estimating the m.ui[ablepressure that may be obtained
for air intakes behind the propeller. The effect oj the
propeller-body shape upon the thrust and the torque dis-
tribution of fhe prope[[er is shown.

INTRODUCTION

The t.heoreticaI analysis of propeller operation has
been investigated and the results’ of the investigation
are summarized in reference 1. Many experimental
studies of the operation of the entire propeller have akc
been made. In an attempt to combine the results of
the investigations with those from theoretical anaIyaes,
it is necessary to how not only the totfd forces on the

propeller but also the distribution of these forces along
the radius. A method of obtaining the distribution of
these forces from measurements in the wake of the
propeller is givem in reference 2.

In the present paper the distribution of thrust and
torque along the radius is used to compare the actual
performance of a.propeller with the calculated perform-
ance. The energy losses in the wake of the yropeller
as obtained from &perimeni%d measurements are dis-
cussed. A method of determining these 10SW from
the total thrust and torque of the complete propeller
is given; the method permits an analysis of the effects
of propelIer solidity on the axial tmd the rotational
losses of the propeller to be made from ~.he total thrust
and torque. The report, presents data that show how
and why the propeller eficiency is affected by the body -
shape. The data used in the analysis were obtfiined
in the NACA 20-focJt tunnel on a 4-foot+cIiameter, two-
hlacle propeller operating in front of four body shapes,
ranging from a small shtif t to support the propeller to
R conventional hTACA cwvling.

,-
SYMBOLS .

UOT
c.
CQ
c,

1’

q.

s
T,

reIocity of air strewn”
-relopity in plane of p.y3pelJer (propeller

removed)
veIocity increase due to propeller
mass. density of air
dyna’mic pressure of aii stream (1/2pV)
revolutions per second
diameter of propelIer
advance-diameter. ratio (V/nD)
input power to propeller
input torque to propeller
th.rwt of propeller (crankshaft tension)
useful work per unit time
power coefficient (P/pn3D’)
torque coefficient (Q/Pn’P)
thrust coeftlcient (T/pn’P)
true propeller efficiency,..

(n’ (?, v
apparent propeller efllciency ~ =~PX~

)
disk area of propeller -
thrust disk-loading coefficient (T/@)
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P, power disk-loading coefficient (P/@’T~
Q. torque coef%cient (Q/pVW)

differential pressure in yaw-head tubes due to
twist of propeller slipstream

total pressure behind propeller pkme with
propeller operating

total pressure behind propelIer plane with
propeIler removed

increase in total pressure due to propeller

(~T–HTJ

. .

radius to any blade element
radius to tip of propeller
= r/R
geometric pitch
propelIer bIade-angle setting at 0,75 f?
calibration constant for each yawmeter

‘c’ differential thrust coafiicient (rHx/2prFD9
x

differential torque coefficient (uKH#/8pn’D9

~a,...erenMctir(r,+Jy)y)
[a’ rotational in terference factor ‘~

2 1dx#J3?(l+a)”
E; axial energy per unit time ir-slipstream –
E, rotational energy per unit time in slipstream

* angle of twist in the propeller slipstream

$2 angular velocity of propeIler (2Tn)

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS

The differential thrust and torque coefficients may
be computed as follows (see referance 2):

dcr THX
z=-

dCa rKHv%
x-w

From the values of dC#ix, the
factor a may be computed:

dCr
~=rfl(l+a)a

(1)

(2)

axial interfermoe

d
Cr, . ... . .. . .

–1+ l+4d~&
a= .,,

2 ‘“ ““-”- (3)

From the values of dCG/dxand of a., the vaIuc of the
rotational interference factor a’ may bc ccmputwl:

‘Co=tid(l +a)a’
X2

=dCa
a’ Z #J&?l+a) - ““’““““-”” ‘4)

The values of the axial and the rotational intcrfermco
factors obtained from these formulas are the average
values. The flow at the propeller being continuous,
this average value cIoseIy approximates the true value.

The amount of total pressure added by the propeller
to the slipstream in terms of the dynamic prcssum of
the air stream may ba obtained directly from equation
(1)

~._2pn’D’ dC,
n-xx

.—-

.“
. . . . . r.

,. (5)== .+

From the force measurements, the- vaIue of the
apparent propeller efficiency is

If the velocity in the propeller plane with the pro-
peIIer removed U. is equaI to V at all radii, then the
value of ~= obtained by means of equation (6) is the
true propeIh3r efficiency. If U. is different from 17, the
true propelIer efficiency may be computed from ~= by
the use of the curves of the thrust distribution and the
velocity distribution with the propeller removed,
according to the following relation:

(7)

The energy imparted to the propeller slipstream pcr
unit time may be computed from the curves of thrust
and torque distribution and the interference velocities.
The energy Iost per unit time in axial vcIocity may bo
written

J
E.= J aT7dT=pngD41” ‘ ‘c dx,Ux (8)

If E=”is divided by the power input to tic propeller,
the fractional part of power lost in a.tiaI energy is
obtained:

E._pn’D4T” ~ dC,dz= ~ lUdC,sP-–T ~a-Z- JCP 1] xdx “)
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The energy lost per unit time in rotational velocity
may be written

E,= J a’Q.dQ=2rpn3D5J‘,dG&oadx
(10)

The fractional part of the power Iost in rotational
energy may then be written

(11)

(ha)

The fractional part of the power unaccounted for
from the foregoing analysis may be computed as follows:

) (12)Remainder $=1–(q+~+~

This remainder of tho power consists of the errors
in calculation of energy in axial and rotational velocities
caused by the nonuniform character of the -wake and of
the energy represented in the profle drag of the blades,
which is in t-he form of random velocities and of heat.

Mounted on floalhgframe

! II Mom ted k fixedfrme

l-v
Fmuu L-T@starrangement0[ free+.ir bOdY.

The amgle of twist in the propeller’ slipstream im-
mediatdy behind the propeIIer may be ocrnputed from
the axial and the tmgular velociti~:

From equations (4) and (13)

dCo
4=

tan *== J%?(l+a)2

(13)

(14)

But

CQp=a
Therefore

4dQC
di

‘m *= ~(l+a)%?
(15)

Equation (15) expresses the relationship between the
torque coefficient 0. and” the angle-of tm-ist in the mo-
peII& slipstream, v%ch will be &ed later.

The tests

FIGTXM2.—Free-airbody.

APPARATUS AND TESTS

were conducted in the NACA 20-foot
hmnel described in reference 3. Four body shapes
mere tested: a free-air body, a propeller-hub body, a
body of revolution, and a body of revolution with an
NACA cowling.

Figure 1 is a he drawing of the fre~air body; a
photograph of it is shown in figure 2, The propeller-
Dub body (fig. 3) consists of the propeller-shaft housing,
which is 9.6 inches in diameter; a spinner band which
turns with the propeller and which is mounted on a
Eoating frame; and a spinner mounted on the &ed
frame. Figure 4 shows the body of revolution that
houses the motor and the propeffer shaft. Figure 5
hews the body of revolution with an NACA cowling,
the mwrinmm diameter of which is 20 inches, A model
of .a J-5 engine, composed of dummy wooden cylinders,
was mounted inside the cowling. The body of revo-
lution with the ocwling will hereinafter be referred to
as the “NACA cowling.” The propeller, which had
two blades, was a 4-foot model of Bureau of Aeronautics
drawing No. 4412. The blade-form curves of the pro-
peller are given in figure 6.

430M4’-42-11
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Simultaneous measurements were made. of the total
thrust and torque and of the difTerent.ial thrust and
torque along the radius. The method of measuring the
differential thrust and torque from measureme.nta in
the propcller wake was t.hc same as us~d in reference Z.

FIGUEE3.–fi~peJ.Ieranb tidy.

The position of the tubes was such that yaw-head and
total-head readings were observed at 22.2, 33.3, 44.4,
55.6, 66,7, 77.8, and 88.9 percent of ““ “ ‘“
from the center of the crmk.shaft.

RESULTS

The basic results of the force

Ule prOpfYlei” r&3dlUS

tests are given in
figures 7 to 10. The efficiency envelopes for ~he four

1
..>.

.“

,L . ...

i

FIGVRE4.—Eiodyof revolution.

body shapes are compared in figure 11. The efficiency
obtained with the propeller-hub body is about 6 per-
cent greater than that with the free-air body and this
increase k due to the elimination of the drag of the
propeller hub and the inner portion of the blade shanks
by covering them. The spinner covered two-tenths of
the propeller blade; the shaft housing had the same

diameter as the spinner but was mounted on the fixwl
frame. In the case of a propeller mounted on a long
shaft ahead of a body, the cliffwince Wween the drug

FIOmE 5.–Body of revolution; NACA eowlfng.

of the propeller hub and th[l spinner would be rua]izcd
in the propellm eff,cicncy.

The efficiency obtained with either thr body of revo-
lution or the NACA cowling is not t.hc true, but the

b
z
.08

.07

.06

.05

.04

.03

.02

.0[

o
r/R

F[QUEEIl.-Propeller blade-form mIIves. Q dtrmeter; R, rridbMto the tip, r, sw
tion radlrrs; b, satfon ohord n. cation f,hkknesa;p, geometrfc pitch; p, bhde
ar3gIeof 0.76R.

apparent, prope~er efficiency. The prop~llcr output
used to compute the apparent efficiency was T1’,
whereas? the thrust was obtained in a region of velocity
U. and the useful work per unit time was UOZ’, The
change from apparent efficiency to true efficiency will be
discussed later.
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Figures 12 to 15 give the thrust-gradient and the
torque-gradient curves for the propeIIer-hub body. The
curves are given only to 0.2R because the her two-
tenths of the propeIler blades was covered by the pro-
peIIer-hub body. The thrust-gradient curves for the
other body shapes in the subsequent figures are also
tmminated at 0.2R because no pressure readings were
taken inside tht radius.
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Figure 16 gives a comparison of the thrust coefficients
for the propeller-hub body obtained from the force
measurements and the total-pressure measurements.

“ The values for the total-pressure measurements are a
direct integration of. the thrust-distribution curves in

. 12—
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figures 12 and 14. No corrections ware neces.wuy to
thwe integrated values because the propeller-hub
body shielded the inner part of the propeller. The
large dithences at low values of V/nD are cmsed by
rm error in the measurement of total pressure behind
the propeller due to large angles of Slipstream yaw.

A comparison of the values of power coefficient ob-
ained from the force rmd the yawmeter measurements
s given in figure 17. Since the yaw-meter measure-
ments indicate yaw in the slipstream ai zero input
lower to the propeller, as shown by the discrepancy
Lt zero measured power, it is concIuded that the direc-
,ion of the main air stream was changed owing to the
]rwence of the propeller. This same effect was noted
n a series of tests on a dif7erent test set-up using full-
lcale propellers. Figure 17 shows the eflect on the
ntegrated power coefficient of applying a constant
:orrection caresponding to 0.5° angle of yaw. This
~malI change in the direction of the tunnel air stream
wings the integrated results into substantial agree-
nent; these corrected mlues are used in the further

.03
d c=
x

o

-.0/

-.02

-.03

2 .3 .4 S .6 .7 .8 .3 iO-
.x

FIQUEEIS.-Variation in thrust dfstribntion wfth propeller blade-anslesettiru at a
UX!St8ntvnhle OfC%OfO.OML A“ACAMWM.

analysis of the propelkr characteriatim. The air-strea

correction apparently varies with the propeller oper-
ating condition because the constant correction of 0.5°
overcorrects the values for high values of V/nD and
undercorrects the values for low values of VlnD. The
angle of the air stream ahead of the propeller is prob-
ably also changed by the body size and shape.

The comparisons of force and integrated measure-
ments are valuable as an indication of the accuraq
of tie distribution CUIWM. The propeller-hub body

.—.—
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FIGURE19.—Veklty dktribut!on In Dfeneof prefxJler (jmopellerremoved). V, !33
miles per hour.

furnishes the best opportunity to detemaine this accu-
racy, no corrections being necessary to put the inte-
grated and the measured results on an equal basis

because of the hub @ag. The fact that tJIC intcgratc~

power coefficients need a correction to bring tlwm into
agreement with the measured power coef%eicnts indi-
catw. that the integrated power measurements arc
quantita.tively inaccurate. Inasmuch as a const.ttn t
correction to the angle of yaw of the tunnel air strctim
brings the results into substtintial agrgemmt, the dis-. ____
tribution of t.ho torque along the blade is believed to INI
sufficiently accurate for use in further analysis.

Figure 18 shows the variations in thrust distribution
with propeller blade-angle setting for the NACA cowl:..
ing at a constant value of CT of 0,0320, tihich is approx-
imately ab peak efficiency for the blade-angle setting
of 12°. The effect on the thrust distribution caused
by the change in the pitch distribution (fig. 6) is show]).
As the blade-angle setting is increased, the slope of
the pitch-distribution curve is increased, which cuuws
the tluwst to move toward the tip of the propeller.

The velocity distribution in the plane of thr pro-
peIIer with the propd[rr rrmovcd is shown in figure 19
for two body shapes.

z. x

-.

——. -

———..—

—. -

FIGUREW.–Curves of HIqefminetz for NACA wwllng. 19,-2P
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DISCUSSION

TOTALPRESSUREDUE TO THE PROPELLER

The effect of the propeIIer slipstream on the body
behind the propeller may be studied by determining g the
increase in total pressure due to the propeller. This
increase in pressure divided by the dynamic pressure
of the undisturbed air stream may be computed
directly from the thrushdistribution curves and equa-
tion (5). Figure 20 shows the distribution of H/q aIong
the radius for the 22° blado-angIe setting with the NTACA
cowling. The magnitude of H/q will remain essentially
the same for equal values of l/$Z regardless of blade-
angle setting; the ma.xinmm value, however, will shift
toward the tip as the blade-angle setting is increased.
For optimum design the shift will be sma~er than is
shown for this test propeller. The values of V/n~ me
shown on the curves for comparative purjoses, but it
must be kept in mind that the curves of H/g against
l’/nll can be used for only the blade-mgle setting given.

The magnitude of the increase in total pressure in the
region in front of the body permits a rough approxi-
mation of the increase in body drag due to the propeller
slipstream, provided that the type of flow over the
body is not critically affected by the slipstream. If the
slipstream changes the flow over the body, ”the change
in drag cannot be predicted.

The curves of H/qare usefti in indicating the increase
in total pressure that cm be obtained in a scoop or
other air intake located behind the propeller.

Because of the increase in totaI pressure that can be
obtained behind good propeller blade sections, the cool-
ing of engines should be taken into acount in the design
of the inner sections, especially -when the engines are
mounted in open-nose cowlings.

PROPELLEREFFICIENCYINTHE EECION OF REDUCED VELOCITY

Computation of the true propeller efficiency from
the apparent propeller efficiency for the hTACA cowl-
ing ,can be made by the use of thrustdistribution
curves (fig. 19), equation (7), and uo/~ data. Figure
21 illustrates the rwdts of calculation for blade-angle
settings of 17° and 37° at 0.75R for the peak-efficiency
points. The ratio of the mess under the curves gives
the factor by which the apparent propdler efficiency
must be multiplied to give the true prcpelIer efficiency.
The correction amounts to approximately 2 percent
for the 17° blade-angle setting but disappears for the
37° blade-angle setting because of the shift of the
thrust distribution from the low-velocity region to the
high-velocity region near the tip. The results of this
correction to the peak efficiencies of the two blade-
angle settings are shown as points in figure 11.

The disappearance of this correction is particularity
applicable to the test conditions and should not be
applied as a function of blade-angle setting for other
conditions.

VELOCITYINCREASEDUE TO THE PROPELLER

In order to study the inflow velocity ahead of the
propeller, surv~ mewements -were made with and
without the propeller operating. Figure 22 shows the
results of these measurements for two body shapes
with the propelIer operating near peak efficiency at a
blade-angle setting of 22° at 0.75R. For the NACA
cowling, the maximum inflow velocity at the center
line of the propeller is 7 percent of the free-stream
velocity and is ordy 2 percent at a distance one-third
of the propeller diameter ahead of the propeller. These
curves also show how the NACA cowling increases the

.18

./6

./4

x

FIGURE!21.-Exe.mpleIIIumnting the methorlof determinh trrrepropelIerefScfencY
in presenceof body. NACA eowhg.

tingle of attack of the propeller sections by decreasing
the axiaI velocity over these inner sections.

ANGLEOFTWISTIN THESIJPSTEEAM

A knowledge of the magnitude of the angle of twist
* in the propeller slipstream is helpful in the inter-
pretation of the action of airplane parts, such as intake
scoops and wing ~ets. The angle of twist immedigtt,y
behind the prcpeIIer plane maybe calculated from equa-
tion (14). This angle of twist will vary with the dis-
tance from the prcpelIel piano. Two separate effects
that change the angle of twist are: The convwaion of
static pressure into dynamic pressure incrmses the
axial component of tho velrIcit y, which reduces the angle
of twist, and the contraction of the dipstream combined
with the change of the cross section of the afterbody in

. .
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the slipstream changm tho radius of the streamlines
and, consequently, changes the angular velocity of the
slipstream. The effect of speeding up the &al velocity
amounts to only a small change in the angle of twist,
If the propeller is operating in front of a blunt body like
an NACA cowling, the angle of ttit in the slipstream
close to the surface is leas than that calculated tiedi-
ately behind the propeller. This difference in the angle
of twist is due to the acceleration of the air going over
the cowling and to the increase in the radius of the
streamlines, which decrease the angular velocity of the
air.

Figure 23 shows the change, at various operating
conditions, of the angle of twist with x in the propeller
slipstream immediately behind the propeller computed
for two blade-angle settings. Equation (15) gives the
angle of twist in the propeller slipstream as a function
of the torque coefficimt Q.. h e9timate of the angle
of twist in the slipstream for any propeller-body com-
bination may be obtained by computing Qc for the
propeller operating condition desired and by using figure
23 to estimate the angle. It must be kept in mind,
however, that the dmtribution of twist along the radius
varies with pitch distribution, body shape, and opmat-
ing condition; consequently, an exact value of the angle
of twist for other propeller-body combinations cannot
be obtained from figure 23.

For the 22° blade-angle setting, the maximum propel-
ler efficiency ~ccurs at v/?zD=O.803 or a value of

T

I/J& of 10. It may be seen from figure 23 (b) that
the angle of twist for this operating condition is less
than ~-o. This angle of twist is representative of the
value obtained with a propeller operating in the
cruising or the high-speed condition of flight.

DISPOSITIONOF PROPELLERPOWER

The-disposition of the power input to the prcpcHor
with the propeller-hub body is given for the 17° blado-
“knglesetting in figure 24 (a) and for the 22° blade-angle
setting in figure 24 (b). The percentage of power be-
tween the propeller-efficiency curve and unity represents
the losses of the propeller. The thrust-distribution and
the torque-distribution curves in conjunction with
equations (9) and (11) permit the calculation of the
energy going into the propeller slipstream in the form
of axial and rotational velocity. Equation (9) miy be
rewritten as

It may be seen that EJP, to the firstorder, is pro-
portional to the product of q and a.

Equation (3) may be rewritten in the form

“4

~ ““–1+ 1+5- . .
(’f=— —-..-. .-—

~
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which shows that a is a direct function of dT= or that
Es/P is a function of T. and ~, if changes in the dia-
tribut.ion of thrust are neglected.

From equation (ha) it is seen that the fractional
part of the power going into rotational velocity in the
wake is proportional to al.

Equation (4) may be written in the form

.

dGQ 2a?=
7F7?S72?(l+a)

-.
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.

E.

P=
FIGURE2&—Rdationship between PC and IUIBIenergy III the pro@ler wake.

If the small effect of the factor (1 +a) is neglcctcd,

d(7Q Ia’ is proportional to TX- ~ or &/l’ is pmportiomd

to CQ/J,if the affect of torque distribution is neglected.
Figure 25 is a plot of lG/Fas a function of Co/J for the
17° and the 22° blade-angle settings of the propeller-hub
body.

l?rom figure 25
CQ

E,[P=CZ

where C= 1.06 for the test propelIer at the blade angles
tested.

The value of C in the foregoing equation primarily
depends on the torque distribution and will rapidly
increase for a poor torque dktribution.

ANALYSIS OF PROPELLER POWER LOS5E~

FRACTIONALPART OF POWER LOSTINAXIALVELOCITY

Figure 26 gives the theoretical relationship between
the coefficient P, and tbe power lost in axial velocity in
the wake of the propeller for ideal propeller efficiency.
(See reference 1, p. 189.) Tbe high-spmd range of pro-

peller opemtiou (PC=O to PO=0.16 or l/~~= ~to

l/.@~l .85) may be approximated by a straight line

through the origin. This result shows that for this
range E./P”is proportional G the power disk loading,
that is, if tho power is doubled, the low is doubled.
The experimental curve for 19=22”, obtained with the

..f >-- . . . .

test propeller, has also bmn plotted in figure 26. It
may be noted that the agmeme,nt is very good; h:
ditTe.rence in no rme exceeds one-half of 1 percent of
the total power lost.

T&.difference between theory and experiment shown
by &we 26 may bc due to one of two effects. Flrstt
any change in tho thrust distribution from thu optimum
for ideal efficiency will result in a small chtmgc in
axial energy iri the wake. For ~~ample, if thrust is
added where the axial interference factor a is larger
than the average a for the entire propeller, the frac-
tional power lost in the axifil velocity will be increased;
whereas, if thrust is added where a is smaller than the
a-retie a for the entire propeller, the loss will bc de-
creased. Second, a decrease in propellcr efiicicncy at
a givm FC wiLI decrease the proportion of power in
axial velocity in the propeller wake, and an increase in
propeller efficiency will have the opposite effect, It is
thus seen that the two e.fTccts tend to counteract each
other aid that the theoretical curve gives a fair approx-
imation of the value of EJl%n the wake of a normal
propeller. If a more e.~act result is required, t.hc known
t$rust distribution and the known propeller operating
conditions must be substituted in equation (9}.

FACTIONAL PART OF POWER LOSTINROTATIONALVELOCITY

It @ been ~own that a good approximation of the
axial-energy loss encountered in high-speed propeller
operation may be obtained from the theoretical curve.
The rotational-energy loss is very greatly affected by
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changes in the distribution of propeller loading, how-
ever, and no theoretical. estimate can be made of this
energy loss from the total power of the propeIler with-
out a knowledge of the torque distribution.

The total torque at peak efficiency for three types of
propeller is given in @ure 27, which is a plot of C= at
lx/n~ for peak efficiency and the peak-efficiency en-
velopes ~gainst V/nD. One of these, the two-blade
Goldstein propeller (reference 4} was specially designed
to corrwpond to the “minimum energy loss” condition
of Betz, for a certain relation between blade angle and
-working condition. The hub and t-he inner portion
of the propeller were covered to a radius of 0.27R by a

long cylindrical body -with a streamline nose and tail
that was supported free of the propeller. The pro-
peller ticiency was measured. The results for pro-
peller C on nose 4 were taken from reference 5.
Nose 4 @ended through the propelIer disk in the form
of a large spinner and covered the radius to approxi-
mately 0.25R. Propeller C is Bureau of Aeronautics
drawing No. 5868-91 is 10 feet in diameter, and has
thee blades. The propulsir~ ef&cicmcy was obtainecl
from tests in reference 5 and is plotted in figure 27.
Propeller E (reference 0) was a 3-footdiameter model
of standard Navy plan form. NTOspinner was used,
the propeller being entirely exposed on a long shaft.
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FKJuBii28.-Relat&nahlp ke$ween11~ and C’i+!k%it V[RD for p@ WwIenuy

The propeller efficiency was measured in the Stanford
tests reported in reference 6. PropeIIer E was &M

us ci three-blade, a six-blade, - and two threeblade
ccnmterrotating tandem propellers.

The V/n.Dfor peak efficiency for a given blade-angle
setting is the lowest for propeller E and the highest for

.28
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x

Ftmnm 28.-Torqu~adiant curves. & 65”,

the Goldstein propeller. The order is the same for the
efficiency-enveIope curves, which demonstrates the fact
that any increase in propeller losses (decrease in effi-
ciency) increasw the value of the power loading at
which peak efficiency for a given blade angle fl occur
for a given propeller. There are two obvious reasons
why the 10SSSSof propeller E were the greatest, First,
the propeller hub and the blade shanks, which were
exposed to the air stream on propeller E, gave excessive
[osses in drag that could have been considerably re-

—--— .

—..

duced with a spinner. Second, the load distribution
for the high blade angles. was very poor for propdler
E, which gave a large increaso in the rot.utional energy
of the slipstream. The counterrotating tandem pro-
pelkrs considerably reduce the rotational-energy losses, --
and it is seen that V/nil is slightly higher for peak
efficiency at low blade-angle settings and thut the
difteregce increases with blade angle. The results of
figure 2? have been replotted in a different form inm
figure 28, Nota- that CP/2irJ remains approximntdy
constkt with power loading for the Goldstein prop&r
but rapidly increases for propeller E.

k the. formula
-..— CD

E,/P=CGJ

if C remained constant for aII blade angles of a given
propeller, the values of C=/27J from figure 28 could be
directly used in obtaining E,/~ for the propeller under
consideration. But, since the distribution of torque
along the blade did not remain optimum for either pro- _
peller C or E, it was neceesa~” to evaluate C for tlm
test conditions.

A calculation of the thrust and the torque distribut-
ions for the test conditions of propeIIer E was com-
puted f~m the airfoiI characteristics. The Goldstein
corrections were applied to the results and tho values
were ndjusted to give the correct value of Cp for peak
efficiency. From these distributions E,/P and C have
been evaluated, It must be realized that this method
gives only an approximation of the thrust and the torque
distributions and that the exact distributions must be
known to obtain the exact rotational-energy loss.
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A sample curve of the torque distribution at peak
propeller efllciency from such calculations is given for
13=65° for propeller E in figure 29. A retied torque
distribution that gives the same totaI torque is included
in the same figure. h the revised distribution it is
assumed that the propeller hub and the inner two-
tenths of the blades are covered with a spinner. The
torque curve would thus be cut off at the 0.2R station.

The computed values of a’ ~ for the two torque

distributions of &e 29 me shown in figure 30. For
the three-blade propeller E at peak efficiency for
P=65”, cQ=0.1305 and, for this condition, 11 percent
of the toted power was lost in rotational energy in the
wake. Only 4.3 percent of the power would be lost
in rotational energy for the assumed distribution that
has equal total power. The curve shows the great
importmce of urdoading the inner sections of the pro-
pek at high blade angles. It also shows that a
spinner will eliminate a large percentage of the rota-
tional-energy loss caused by improper load distri~ution.

Figure 31 gives the variation of the term C with
blade-angle setting computed for propeller E. The
rapid rise in C at high blade angles is due to the poor
torque distribution. The value of C at 13=65° for
this distribution is 2.94 but is only 1.15 for the assumed
distribution, which is approximately the same value as
was obtained at the 25° blade-angle setting. The”
torque distribution was computed for only three blade
angka, 25°, 45°, and 65°, but the curve as shown h
figure 31 was used in obtain& C! to compute the
rotational-energy losses for other blade angles from the

Cp
relation E,/P= C2;-. The value of E,/P for propeller

C -was obtained from thrust and torque distribution
curves of unpublished data. The thrust and the torque
distribution curves for the Goldstein propelIer were

o .1 .2 3 .4 -5 .6 .7 .8 .9 [0”
z

dc~-~= Q, m% ~-ah”
FIQUIZESfJ.-Curres of d ~

computed for a blade-angle setting of 4 1.8°; C as com-
puted was 0.98. It is believed, thmfore, that CF/2TJ
gives a close approximation of E,/P for the GoIdstein
propeller over the entire range, and this value is used
in the comparisons of the following sections.

F~ure 32 gives the theoretical curve of E=/P and
the curves of E,/P for the three types of propeller

plotted agab,st l/~c. The data for the curves for the

three-blade, the four-blade, and the ti-blade Gold-

...——

~ ,deg

Fmmm 81.–VarlatIon of Cwitb bfade angle for propsller E.

stein propellem were computed on t$e assumption that
at the same V/nD the power, and therefore the per-
centage of power, going into rotational energy is pro-
portional to the number of bladw. At low values of

l/~C the chief lose of efficiency is due to the axia

velocity in the propeller wake, but this loss rapidly

decreas= with an increase in l/~c, becoming of the

order of 1 percent at vahma II= corresponding to

very high speeds. On the other band, the loss in
efficiency due to the rotdiomd velocity is always small
for a propeller of optimum ddgn, being of the order
of 1 percent for the low solidity two-blade propeller. ““
The rapid rise in rotational-energy loss for propellers
C and E is due to the poor load distribution on the
inner radii of these propellem when set at high blade
angles, the distribution being much worse for propeller
E than for propeller C.

APPLICA’llONOF ANALYSISTO COUNTEEROTATINGPEOPELLEllS

The fact that the rotational-energy 10* is greatly
dependent on the torque distribution of a propeller
and that the rotationrd-energy loss may be increased
many times by the use of a propeller with poor torque
distribution makes it possible to show a large inqease ----
in efficiency by the use of countarotating propellers
with propellers that have poor torque distribution.

For any given propeller it is evident that there should
be a baIance between the axial~nergy and the
rotationakmergy losses, which balance is represented
by the point where the curves of @al-energy and
rotational-energy bases cross in @me 32. At this point,
then, there can be no gain in propeller eftlciency by
using counterrotating propellem of double solidity be-
cause, even if it k assumed that all the rotational-
energy loss may be recuvered, the axial-energy low
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will be doubled. At any blade-angle sett~~ below
this point, the efficiency of countermtating propellers
is less than the efficiency of a single propeIler; above
this point some gain may be expected. For example,
suppose that two propellem, geometrically similar to
propeller C, are operating independently of each other

at a value ot’ l/$E of 2.51 an-d suppose that the axial-
energy 10SS coincides with the theoretical curve of
EC/P(fig, 32). Then, 1.5 percent of the power of each
propeller goes into axial-energy loss and 1.5 percent
goes into rotation&energy loss. In other words, 3
percent of the total power of both propellers is Iost in
axial-energy and rotational-energy losses. Now, if the
total power is put into counterrotating propellers of
the same diameter, P. and tlerefore Es/P will be
doubled so that there will be no gain in efficiency even
though all the rotational-ene~ loss is recovered.
Above an operating condition corresponding to a value
of l/~= 2.51, some, gain might be expected by using
cdunterrotating propellers similar to propgller C; below

this value of l/~, from considerations of propeller
efficiency, it is more advantageous to mount the pro-
pellers independently of each other.

The curves for the three-blade, the four-blade, and
the six-blade Goldstein propellers ahow that counter-
rotating propellers become more and more attmctive

as the propeller solidity is increused. An estimate of
the ggin in propeller efficiency that can be realized by
the use of counterrottiting propellcm may be ot.)tuincd
from figure 32.

Several examples nre given in ta.ble I to illustrate
the application of the results. For the first example,
it is assumed that a 14-foot-diumet+r, three-blmde pro-
peller absorbs 1500 horsepower at u speed of 310 miles
per hour. In the second example, it is aesumcd thut
an 1l-foot-diameter, three-blade propeller absorbs 1500
horsepower at a speed of 45o miles per hour. In em-h
example, the power losses of two propellers mounted
independently of. each other are compared with the
losses ‘of two propellers, one right-hand and onc left.-
hand mounted @ taudemj that absorb the same total
power. It is assumed for the case of “the propellcm
mount&d independently of each other tht-tt none of the
rotation is taken out of the slipstream by the wing or
other airplane parts, that-is, all the rottitional el\ergy
is lost, and it is further assumed that the countmro-
ttiting tandem propellera recover all the rcttitiontil-
ener~ 10SS. Each example inchdes the cmupurieon
of the power losses for each of the three typca of pro-
peller in figure 32. The losses are also given for one
six-blade Goldstein prope~er that absorbs the same
total power.
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TABLE 1.—APPLICATION OF RESULTS

--!.Power Input

+

Gednin efflcleneywffh
munkmoteting pro-

Nrmk Dlrm&ter Ve;ehy E, _&+Er
@lerS

Propeller of blades
P=

Of eoch -k + 7 p

‘%? %$

over2 Orer 1
three-blade six-blade

I

Example 1

OoIdsteln.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 14 WI 0.0482 276 0.0117 O::m
OO1dstein.. . . . . . . . . . . . . ---- 6 14 810

0.0Z5 .. . . . . . . . ..- .-..–----–
M m .0i164 2.18 .0225

C+oldstein~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
.0K+3 ...-6-mi6. - .-..i-tii-.

.0964 =2.18 .OzzS o .02H
c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : 14 .Om ‘a.75 .0117 .0Z16
c ●. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 14

.0382 ._:----- --.--..-.-–
.0M4 2.18 .0226 0 .0a26

E...........---------------8 14 m
.0107 ............

.04s2 X76 .0117 .1140
E *--. -..--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

. ln7 .-..-... -- ------------
14 Slo ---------- amo” .0064 l.ls .0z26 0 .0225 .ma ------------

ExampIe 2

r 1 1 1
Goltiteh ------------------ 3
Gol&teln ------------------ 6
Ooldstein ●. . . . . . ------
0-------------------------- :
c ●.----------------------- 6

~ “~ ~::1 ~1 ‘~ *!O~ ~: ~~ ‘:~~’ ==:1

. Rlgbl-hend 8ndleft-hand three-bbbdetrmdempm@m.

1 , , I I ._

The table shows that, for the flight conditions of
exmnrde 1, the Power losses of ho thee-bladewope~~rs
having ideal l~acl distributions and operating side by
side are approximately equal to the power losses of
two three-blade counterrotating tandem propellers
which absorb the same total power and recover all the
rotationrd-euergy losses; whereas, the power 10SSCSfor
one six-blade similar propeller are 2.35 percent greater
than for the counterrot sting propellers. The axample
further shows that a gain of 1.07 percent can be realized
by using the counterrotating propellers instead of two
propellem with the same load distribution as propeller
C and that, by the use of the counterrotating propellers
instead of two prope~ers having the same 10SSW as
propeller E, a gain of 10.32 percent efficiency can be
experimentally shown. Nthough this Iarge gain in
efllciency is real, it results from the initially poor torque
distribution of propeller E when set at high blade
angles. Data for the six-blade propelIer E are not
included in the table, but 6gure 32 aho ws that the
rotational-energy losses for this condition of flight
amount to 20.5 percent.

For the higher speed range covered in the fliiht con-
ditions of ~xample 2, the gain in efficiency by using
count errotat.ing tandem propellem instead of two pro-
pellers having ideal load distributions is of the order of
I percent, but the gafi k 3.40 percent for one six-
blade propeller. A gain in eftlciency of 4.93 percent is
realized by using counterrotating propellem instead of
ua&c two propellers similar to propeller C. Because
of the poor load distribution of propeller E, no estimate
can be made of the rotational-energy losses for tbe
flight conditions of emrnple 2. But the trend h the
curve shows that the losses are tremendous and there-
fore, if a similar propelIer were to be used under these
flight conditions, it would be necessary to use counter-

rotating propellers.

III the practical applictition of the problem, the fore-
going discumion strictly applies only to pusher pro-
pellers. In the case of tractm propellem, the wing
and the tail surfaces tend to take the rotation out’ vf
the slipstream and thus to recover a considerable por-
tion of the rotational energy that is considered here as
lost. This result means that counterrotating pro-
pellers in tractor positions will not becomo attractive
from considerations of aerod~mnic efhiency e..cept
at even higher speeds than the curves of figure 32
indicate. The foregoing analysis shows that, for a
propeller of low- solidity with optimum distribution of
thrust and torque, little is to be gained by the use of
counterrotutiug propellers even at high speeds. For
propelIera of poor distribution, especially propellers
having a high loading over the inner sections such as
propeller E, the rotdionrd-energy losses increase so
rapidly at very high speeds that a large increase in
s.lliciency may be shown by using counterrotat,ing pro-
pellers.

CONCLUDING REM.4RKS

1. A IinowIedge of the distribution of thrust and
torque along the propeller blade permits the analysis of
propeller performance. The performance of the test
propeller has been analyzed, and a method of applying
the analysis to other data for higher b~ade-angle settings
has been presented.

2. The 10SSin efficiency due to the rotational velocity
is always small for a propeller of optimum design, being
onIy of the order of 1 percent for a low-solidity propeller.
The loss of ticiency from this source may become quite
large, however, at high blade-angle settings for a propel-
ler with improper load distribution.

3. Counterrotating propellem are attractive from”
considerations of aerodynamic efEciency only whm
propellers of high adidity are used. Large gains in

-——..-
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with counterrotating propellers may
be expectid only ~ propellers of poor tofi~e &Aributio~
are used.

4. If high-solidity propellers are selected because of
limitatio~.on propeller diameter, it may be useful to
resort to counterrotating propellera to eliminate the
effect of the engine torque on the flying characteristics
of the airplane. Only a small direct gain in propel.Ier
efficiency is normally to be expected.

5. The effects of body ahape on the thrust and the
torque distributions of the propeller are shown.

6. The average angle of twist in the propeller slip-
stream is shown to be a unique function of the torque
coe.flicient Q, and charta are given to help estimate the
angle.

7. The increase in total pressure along the radius
behind the propeller is given as a function of the power
coefficient 1f=. It is of use k“”estimatin~”the av~able

I LANGfi-Y NIEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NAfiONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONA~ICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, ~TA,, July 19, 1940.
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